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MINIMAL TORSION IN ISOGENY CLASSES
OF ELLIPTIC CURVES

RAYMOND ROSS

Abstract. Let K be a field finitely generated over its prime field, and let w(K)

denote the number of roots of unity in K. If K is of characteristic 0, then

there is an integer D , divisible only by those primes dividing w(K), such that

for any elliptic curve E/K without complex multiplication over K , there is an

elliptic curve E'/K isogenous to E such that E'(K)lor¡ is of order dividing

D. In case K admits a real embedding, we show D = 2, and a nonuniform

result is proved in positive characteristic.

1. Introduction and summary of results

Let K be a number field, and E an elliptic curve defined over K. The uni-

form boundedness conjecture, in its strong form, asserts that there is a constant

C, depending only upon [K : Q], such that \E(K)iors\ divides C. This result

is known in case K = Q [8] or [K : Q] < 8 [2, 3].
It is interesting and amusing to reconsider this conjecture, not for isomor-

phism classes over K, but instead for isogeny classes over K . A result of Katz

[4, Theorem 2(bis)] provides a description of sup|jE,(jSr)tors|, where the supre-

mum is taken over the (finitely many) ^-isomorphism classes E/K in a fixed

7^-isogeny class. This description depends a priori upon the isogeny class under
consideration, although of course one expects that the actual values obtained as
the isogeny class varies are bounded.

Instead of investigating the existence of an upper bound for these suprema,
one can ask the following easier questions: Does there exist a constant D,

depending only upon K (or perhaps [K : Q]) such that within each 7^-isogeny

class there exists an E/K suchthat |£"(AT)tors| divides D? In addition, if such

a D exists, what is the optimal such constant?

Let K be a field which is finitely generated over its prime field. Recall that
the Mordell-Weil theorem is true for abelian varietés defined over K [9]. In

particular, E(K)t0TS is finite for any elliptic curve E/K. Also, we will need

the fact that, for char K ^ 2, given an elliptic curve E/K, there are up to

isomorphism over K only finitely many elliptic curves E'/K such that there is

an isogeny y/: E -> E' (if char AT / 0, we must also require that char K does
not divide deg y/)\ see [6, p. 223], for the case char TV = 0 and [11] for the case
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char tí t¿ 0. For any field L, let w(L) denote the number of roots of unity in

L. Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1. Suppose that K is of characteristic 0. Then there is an integer D,

divisible only by those primes dividing w(K), such that for any elliptic curve

E/K with Endjf(E) = Z there is an elliptic curve E'/K isogenous to E over

K such that \E'(K)X0T%\ divides D.

In a special case, we can sharpen Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Suppose that K has a real embedding, and let E/K be an ellip-

tic curve. Then E is isogenous over K to an elliptic curve E'/K such that

\E'(K)tor,\ divides 2.

Finally, we also give a result which provides a nonuniform bound on the

minimal torsion which can occur in a given isogeny class:

Theorem 3. Let E/K be an elliptic curve, and suppose that v is a discrete val-

uation of K such that v(j(E)) < 0. Then E is isogenous over K to an elliptic

curve E'/K such that E'(K)t0TS is cyclic, of order dividing rip|u,(7¡:)/,ord,'w^>

where Kv is the completion of K at v .

It seems likely that one can give a unified proof of these results by using
Theorem 6.7.15 of [5]; such a proof probably requires most, if not all, of the

auxiliary results needed in our proofs, which are elementary.

Let p be a prime. We remark that the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 make

use of the real-analytic structure and the theory of Täte curves, respectively, to

bound the power of p which can occur in \E'(K)i0TS\. We suspect that this is

just a convenience which simplifies the arguments, and we are thus led to ask

the following:

Question 1. Let E/K be an elliptic curve such that Endx(E) = Z. Then is

E isogenous over K to an elliptic curve E'/K such that E'(K)t0Ti is cyclic of
order dividing w(K) ?

It is necessary that some condition be placed on Endjc(E), as the case

K = Fpn makes clear. In §4, we examine the situation when E has com-

plex multiplication over K. In particular, we provide an example which shows

that Theorem 1 is in general false if we allow CM over K. However, under a

suitable condition (that K admit a complex embedding 4> such that 4>(K) is

stable under complex conjugation), versions of Theorem 1 and Question 1 can

be stated which incorporate the statements above and the evidence in the CM

case.

As to the question of whether the bound w(K) is optimal, we have even less

to say. In §2, we show that if K contains /ip and if E(K) contains nontrivial

/7-torsion, then so does any elliptic curve isogenous to E over K. One can ask

if more is in fact true:

Question 2. Suppose that p"\w(K).  If E/K contains a if-rational point of

exact order pd with d < n , then does every elliptic curve E'/K isogenous to

E over K contain a K-rational point of exact order pd ?

Speculating even further, one can ask
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Question 3. Does there exist an elliptic curve E/K with Endjr(£) = Z such

that mf\E'(K)t0TS\ = w(K), where the infimum is taken over those E'/K which

are isogenous to E over K ?
As in Question 1, the CM case must be excluded, although in §4 we formulate

a version of this question for CM elliptic curves in the special case that K

admits a complex embedding under which it is conjugation-stable.

We now fix notation. If L is a field, w(L) is the number of roots of unity in

L (assuming of course that this is finite). Let E be an elliptic curve defined over

a field K. In what follows, we shall denote by [n] the multiplication-by-« map

in End(£), the endomorphism ring of E. By End#(£) we mean the subring
of End(£) consisting of those endomorphisms defined over K. The identity

element of E will be denoted by O. If ^4 is any abelian group, we denote

by A[n] the elements of A annihilated by n ; more generally, if (j>: A -» A' is

a homomorphism of abelian groups, we sometimes denote the kernel of </> by

A[(f>]. The subgroup generated by an element g of a group G will be denoted

by (g). The cardinality of a set S will be written as \S\. Finally, K will
always denote a field which is finitely generated over its prime field.

2. Preliminary observations

Let 4>: E -» E' be an isogeny of elliptic curves defined over K. Let K be an

algebraic closure of K, and denote the Galois group of K over K by Gj/K,.

From the exact sequence of Gj/K -modules

0 - E[<f>] - E(K)tors -» E'(K)tors -> 0

we obtain the cohomology exact sequence

0 —» E(K)[<f>] — E(K)tor> — E'(K)t0TS

X HHGJ/k , £[</>]) — Hl(Gm, E(K)t0TS)[<t>] — 0.

From this sequence, we obtain the basic relation between the orders of the

torsion subgroups of E and E' :

(1) I^WI=|0|ji.|WW|.

Equation ( 1 ) suggests that in order to "reduce" torsion, one should use iso-

genies with pointwise /^-rational kernels. This is in fact the case. Let i? be an

isogeny class over K . Let us say that an elliptic curve Eq/K g % is minimal

if for every E/K£%, \E(K)Xo^\ > \E0(K)tOTS\.

Proposition 1. Let <f>: E —» E* be an isogeny of elliptic curves defined over K,

with E* minimal. Then <p may be factored as E —2-> E' —► E* with E' min-

imal and </>o a composite of isogenies each of which have pointwise K-rational

kernels.

Proof. If deg</> =1 or E is minimal, there is nothing to show. Otherwise, one

concludes from (1) that E(K)[(j>] ¿ {O}. Letting Ex = E/E(K)[(j>], we may

factor <p as E —> E\ —^ E* with ker</> = E(K)[4>] and deg^i < deg</>. By

induction, 4>i has the desired form, and so therefore does 4>.   D
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In case K is a number field, a more refined analysis of the map cfy probably

involves the subgroups mt0IS(E/K) c m(E/K) and S$S(E/K) c S^(E/K)
defined by

mi0IS(E/K) = ker j Hl(GJ/K, E(K)tors) -  *[[ HX(GV , E(K~v)Xot%)

\ veMK

and

S^, = kerlH\G^/K,E[4,])^  II Hl{Gv,EÇE)*n)
\ veMK

which fit together, as usual, in the following exact sequence:

0 -+ imd0 -. S™(E/K) - nW^/X)^] - 0.

We now consider the extent to which /7-torsion can be reduced in the case

that K contains pth roots of unity. We will see below that, in the absence of

pth roots of unity, we can always eliminate p-torsion. On the other hand, we

have the following:

Proposition 2. Suppose that K contains the pth roots of unity, and let E/K be

an elliptic curve containing nontrivial p-torsion. Then every elliptic curve E'/K

isogenous to E over K contains nontrivial p-torsion.

Proof. We need only consider isogenies of p-power degree. Let P £ E(K) be

a point of exact order p .

Suppose first that 4>: E —> E' is defined over K and is of degree p. If

<f)(P) ,¿ O, then (f>(P) is our desired point of order p on E'. Otherwise, P

generates ker</>. Via the Weil pairing ker0 x ker</> —► fip, we conclude that

ker</> and /ip are isomorphic as G^^-modules, and so E'(K) contains a point

of order p.
Suppose now that 4>: E —» E' is defined over K and is of degree pm . If

4>(P) / O, we are done. Otherwise, we obtain a commutative diagram:

E     —*_» E'

E/(py

The vertical isogeny is of degree p and defined over K, so E/(P) contains

a ^-rational point of order p. The diagonal isogeny is of degree pm~l and

defined over K, and so by induction E'(K) contains a point of order p .   D

We now assume that/? is a prime which does not divide w(K). Suppose

that E(K) contains a point P of order p. Let E' = E/(P), and (j>: E —► E'
be the canonical map with kernel (P).

Lemma 1. Let p be a prime ^ chary? and not dividing w(K). Suppose that

Enduis) = Z.   If E'(K)  contains a point P'  of order p, and 4>': E' —>
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E'/(P') — E" denotes the canonical map, then fa o (f> is cyclic, and the elliptic
curves E, E', and E" are mutually nonisomorphic over K.

Proof. It is clear that E ¥ E' over K and that E' ¥ E" over K. Suppose

that E = E" over K. Then fa o<j> e Endjt(£), from which we conclude that

<t>' ° 0 = [p] ■ It then follows that fa = fa the isogeny dual to 4>. In particular,
ker$ is pointwise 7^-rational. But this contradicts the fact that the Weil pairing

e^ : ker (¡> x ker <j> —> /up is Galois equivariant and nondegenerate. Hence E ^ E"

over K, and (f> o fa is cyclic, being of order p2 .   D

Lemma 2. Let p be a prime ^charK and not dividing w(K). Let

be a sequence of elliptic curves and isogenies defined over K satisfying:

1. The elliptic curves Eq, ... , En_x are mutually nonisomorphic over K.

2. EndK(E¡) ̂  Z for i = 0,...,« .
3. ker 4>i is cyclic of order p, generated by P¡ e E¡(K)tors for i = 0,...,

n-l.

Then:

(a) For i = 0,..., n-l, let h = 4>n-X o • • • o <£,-, and choose T¡ e E¡(K)
as follows: T„-X = Pn-X, and for 0<i<n-2, fa(T¡) = Ti+i. Then
ker A¡ is cyclic of order pn~', generated by T¡.

(b) The elliptic curves Eq, ... , En are mutually nonisomorphic over K.

Proof. For n = 1, (a) and (b) are clear. Assume that statements (a) and (b) are
true for all such chains of length less than n. We note that it suffices to show

(a). For then, Aq is cyclic, and we have E¡ ^ E¡ except possibly for i = 0

and j = n; but if Eq = E„ over K, then Aq £ End¡c(Eo) is cyclic, which is

impossible.
Assume that Ti+X generates ker Ai+X, which by induction is cyclic of order

pi-i-\ jt js ciear that Aj(Tj) — O, and degA, = p"~'. It therefore suffices to

show that [pn~'~l]Ti f- O. So assume on the contrary that [pB~,_1]7¿ = O.
First of all, Q¡ = [p"-'"2]^ ^ O. For if not, then O = 0,(ß,) = [p"-'-2]r,+i,
contrary to the fact that Ti+X has order exactly pn~'~l .

Now observe that {Q,, P¡} is a basis for E¡\p] : if [a]Q¡ + [b]P¡ = O, then
[apn~'~2]Ti+x = O, whence p divides a , and so p divides b .

By Lemma 1, <f>i+x o fa is cyclic of degree p2. But (fa+x o fa)(Pi) — O,

and (fa+x o fa)(Qi) = fa+1([p"-'~2]Ti+l) = [p"-'-2]f<+2 = O. So E¡\p] C
ker(ç!),+i o </>,), contrary to the cyclicity of fa+i ofa.   D

Remarks. 1. A similar argument, in a more general setting, may be found in

[5, Theorem 6.7.15].
2. Suppose that p" is the exact power of p which divides w(K). Then a

version of Lemma 1 which involves cyclic isogenies whose kernels are pointwise
rational and cyclic of order pn+l is true. However, a composite of such isogenies

need not be cyclic.

Proposition 3. Let E/K be an elliptic curve such that Endjt(L') = Z. Let p be

a prime ^ char if and not dividing w(K). Then E is isogenous over K to an

elliptic curve E'/K suchthat p does not divide \E'(K)ton\.
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Proof. If E(K) has no p-torsion, there is nothing to do. Otherwise, let P £

E(K) have order p, and let <p: E -> E'/(P) be the natural projection. If E'

has no p-torsion, we are done; otherwise continue this process, thus building a

sequence of cyclic p-isogenies which satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Since

the number of distinct such isogenies up to isomorphism over K is finite, this

process must eventually come to an end, thus producing a curve E' isogenous

to E with no ^-rational p-torsion.   D

3. Bounding torsion

We now may state our main result.

Theorem 1. Suppose that K is of characteristic 0. Then there is an integer D,

divisible only by those primes dividing w(K), such that for any elliptic curve

E/K with End¡((E) = Z there is an elliptic curve E'/K isogenous to E over

K such that \E'(K)Xors\ divides D.

Proof. For any prime p not dividing w (K), Proposition 3 affords an isogeny

of p-power degree from E to an elliptic curve without p-torsion. Since such

an isogeny does not affect the structure of the torsion prime to p, we may apply
Proposition 3 for each p not dividing w(K) to conclude that E is isogenous

over K to an elliptic curve E'/K such that the only primes dividing \E'(K)t0TS\
are those dividing w(K). Noting that Manin's local boundedness result [7] is

true for elliptic curves over K then allows us to uniformly bound the exponents

to which those primes divide \E'(K)t0TS\ •   □

Remark. In [7], the local boundedness theorem is proved only for number fields;

for lack of a reference we indicate why it is true in this more general setting.

One first notes that Manin's argument will work for any field k satisfying:

1. Xo(n)(k) is finite for all n sufficiently large;

2. If End¿.(£) = Z, then for each prime p there is a constant Dp such

that for every twist E'/k of E/k, the order of a maximal cyclic p-

subgroup of E'(k) is < Dp .

Now suppose that k is finitely generated over Q. Then the Mordell con-

jecture/Faltings theorem is true for k. (At the time of Manin's paper, the

Mordell conjecture had not been proved; Manin relied on other methods, due

to Demjanjenko, to establish Remark 1.)
In [7], it is shown that the statement in 2 follows from the statement that

TPE ®Qp is an irreducible Gal(A;//c)-module for all p [10, Theorem IV 2.1].
The proof of this result goes through for any field for which Shafarevich's the-

orem on the finiteness of isogeny classes is true; in particular, for fields finitely

generated over Q.
We now consider some cases in which explicit bounds can be obtained.

3.1.   Real fields.

Theorem 2. Suppose that K has a real embedding, and let E/K be an ellip-

tic curve. Then E is isogenous over K to an elliptic curve E'/K such that

|£"'(AT)tors| divides 2.

Proof. Fix an embedding of K into R, and view E as an elliptic curve over

R.  There is then a lattice A = Z + ZA c C with y = ImA > 0, ReA = 0
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or j , and a complex analytic isomorphism 8: C/A —> E(C) defined over R;

moreover, A is unique and 8 is determined up to multiplication by [-1]. In

addition, Re A — 0 if and only if E(R) has two components, in which case
E(R) corresponds via 8 to

{jcmodA:xeR, 0 < x < 1} U {x + ¿iymodA : x £ R, 0<x<l}.

If Re A = j, so E(R) has one component, then E(R) corresponds via 8 to

{xmodA:xeR, 0<x<l}.
Let f denote the AMsogeny class of E, and choose E' £ <£ such that

E'(C) = Z/Z+ZA as above, with Im A maximal. Observe then that £'(R)° , the
connected component of the identity of E', contains no nontrivial Tí-torsion.

Indeed, suppose on the contrary that P £ E'(K) n yJs'(R)0 is of order n > 1.

Letting E" = E'/(P), we have the following commutative diagram:

E'(C)     -►     E"(C)

î Î
C/Z + ZA -► C/Z + ZnA

where the top horizontal arrow is the canonical isogeny E' —» E" = E'/(P), the

vertical arrows are the complex analytic isomorphisms mentioned above, and

the bottom horizontal arrow is the map z mod Z + ZA >-* nz mod Z + ZnA. But

this is impossible, by the maximality of Im A.

Finally, since [2] E(R) = E(R)°, we conclude that \E(K)t0TS\ < 2.   D

In conjunction with Proposition 2 and the tables in [1], this result shows that
for real fields, the bound of w(K) = 2 is optimal.

3.2. Elliptic curves with nonintegral y-invariants. We begin with an analysis

of isogenies between Täte curves.

Let F be a field complete with respect to a discrete valuation v . By a Täte

curve over F we mean an elliptic curve E/F with split multiplicative reduction.

It is necessarily the case that v(j(E)) < 0. In general, given any elliptic curve
E/F with v(j(E)) < 0, there is an extension L/F of degree at most 2 and

a Täte curve E' over L such that E and E' are isomorphic over L (and if

E has split multiplicative reduction, we can take L = F ). Moreover, there

is a unique# € F with v(q) > 0 such that we have a Gal(77/L)-equivariant

analytic isomorphism y. F*/qz —* E(F), and v(j(E)) = -v(q). We will refer

to such an isomorphism as a Täte parametrization.

If E is a Täte curve over F, then E(F) = F*/qz; otherwise, E(F) =
{xmodqz : x £ L*,  NL/F(x) £ qz} .

We recall the following well-known fact.

Lemma 3. Let E/F be an elliptic curve with v(j(E)) < 0, n an integer, and

y/: F/qz -+ E(F) the Täte parametrization.

1. If (n, charF) = 1, then E[n] is generated by i//(Çn) and y/(ql/n),

where Ç„ is a primitive nth root of unity and qxl" £ F is any nth root

of q.
2. If p - chary7, then E[pn] is generated by y/(qi/p").

Let p be a prime. We now examine points of p-power order on E.
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Lemma 4. Let Fq be a subfield F, and suppose that E/Fq has nonintegral j-

invariant. Suppose also that E(Fq) contains a point P of exact order pe . Let

y/ be the Täte parametrization of E.

1. If E is a Täte curve over F and P is not a multiple of y/(Çpe), then q

has a peth root q1/"' in F, and y/(q^pe) £ E(F0).

2. If E is not a Täte curve over F and e > 2 if p = 2, then y/(^pe) €

E(F0), and (P) = (y/(Çpe)). Moreover, e = 1 ifp ^ 2, and e = 2 if

P = 2.
3. // E is not a Täte curve over F, p = 2, e = 1, and P ^ y/(-1 ), then

P = iy(qV2).

Proof. (1) We may write P = y/(xmodqz) with x e F* satisfying xp" = qr

for some integer r, which we may assume without loss of generality satisfies
0 < r < pe . Since P is not a multiple of y/(Cpe) > we can assume further that

r#0.

Now observe that p does not divide r. For if p\r, then xp' = qrlp £ qz,

contrary to the assumption that P has exact order pe. Choose r' £ Z such
that rr1 = 1 + 6pe with <5eZ. Then xr'"e = qx+s"e, whence (xr'q~6)pe = q.

So ql/p' — xr'q~s is a peth root of q, and [r']P = i//(xr' mod<7z) = y/(ql/pe) £

E(F0) has exact order pe .

(2) As above, we may write P = i//(xmodqz) with x £ L* satisfying xp' =

qr for some integer r and NL/F(x) £ qz .

Assume that r ^ 0. Arguing as in (1), we conclude that q has a peth root

qllpe £ L which satisfies NL/F(ql/pe) £ qz. Let w be the discrete valuation on

L; then iv(NLjF(qllpe)) - w(q') for some integer t. But then 2/pe = t £ Z,

which is impossible. Therefore, r = 0 and (P) = (y/(Cpe)) ■ Since y/(Cp<) €

LX-Fo), we have NLjF(Çpe) e qz, from which we conclude that e = 1, unless

p = 2, in which case e = 2.
(3) This follows immediately from Lemma 3.   D

Remark. Note that if p = chary7 and E(Fo) has a nontrivial p-power torsion

point, then the proof of 2 implies that E is necessarily a Täte curve.

Lemma 5. Let E, P, e, Fq c F, and y/ be as in Lemma 4.

1. If E is a Täte curve over F and P is not a multiple of y/(Çpe), then

E' = E/(P) is defined over Fn, is a Täte curve over F, and v(j(E')) =
p-ev(J(E)) ■

2. If E is not a Täte curve over F and P - y/(Cp') then E' = E/(P) is
defined over F$, is not a Täte curve over F, andv(j(E')) — pev(j(E)).

3. If E is not a Täte curve over F, p = 2, e = 1, and P ^ y/(-1), then

E' = E/(P) is defined over F0, and v(j(E')) = {2v(j(E)).

Proof. In all cases, the fact that E' is defined over F0 is obvious.
(1) By part (1) of Lemma 4, we may assume that P = y(qxlP') with ql/pC £

F*. We then have the following commutative diagram:

1 -> (ql¡pe) -► F*/qz -► F*/(qllp')z -» 1

(P)     ->   E(F)   -►      E'(F)
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where fa completes the diagram and is a continuous Gal(F/F)-equivariant
isomorphism. It follows that y/' is a Täte parametrization, that E' is a Täte
curve, and that v(j(E')) = -v(ql'pe) = p~ev(j(E)).

(2) Using part (2) of Lemma 4, we obtain the following commutative dia-

gram:

1 -► (V) -► F*/qz -*-» F*/(qpe)z -> 1

0 -►   (P)   -►   E(F)   -►     E'(F)     -► 0

where y/' completes the diagram and is a Gal(F/L)-equivariant isomorphism.

The map <f> is jc h-> xp' .
It is clear that y/' is a Täte parameterization of E', and that v(j(E')) -

-v(qp€) = pev(j(E)). Finally, if E' were a Täte curve over F, then E would

be also: Since </> has kernel (q), part (1) would imply that E is a Täte curve

over F .
(3) The proof proceeds as in case (1), except that the vertical arrows need

not be Gal(yv/F)-equivariant.   D

Proposition 4. Suppose that char F ^ 2. Let F0 be a subfield of F which is
finitely generated over its prime field, and let p be a prime number. Suppose

thatppd-\ c F but fipd çt E. LetE be an elliptic curve defined over Fç, with
nonintegral j-invariant. Then E is isogenous over F0 to an elliptic curve E'/Fr,

such that the p-primary component of E'(Fo)t0rs w cyclic of order pf, with

0<f<d-l.
Proof. Assume that E is a Täte curve over F . We first show that we can find

an elliptic curve E/Fq isogenous over F0 to E such that j(E) is nonintegral

and that the p-primary component of E(Fq)í0TS is annihilated by pd~x.

If E(Fq) has no points of order pd , we are done. Otherwise, let P £ E(Fq)

be a point of exact order pd . Since F contains no primitive pdth roots of

unity, we may apply part ( 1 ) of Lemma 4 and assume that P = y/(ql/p mod^z).

Consider then the curve Ex = E/(P). If Ex(Fç,) has no points of order pd , we

are done; otherwise continue this process, thereby constructing a sequence of

isogenous elliptic curves E = E0, Ex, ... , En defined over F0 and, thanks to

part (1) of Lemma 5, having nonintegral 7-invariants which satisfy -v(j(E0)) >

-v(j(Ex)) > •■■ > -v(j(En)) > 0. Therefore, this process must eventually end,

providing us with our desired curve E.

We may therefore assume that the p-primary component of £'(y7o)tors is

annihilated by pd~l. The point Q = y/(Çpd-i modi?2) £ E(F) has exact order

pd~l. If all points on E(Fq) of order dividing pd~l are multiples of Q,

then we are done. Otherwise, E(Fq) contains a point P of exact order p

which is not a multiple of Q. It then follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4

that qllp £ F*, and so we may assume without loss of generality that P =

y/(ql/p mod<7z) £ E(F0) has exact order p .

Let Ex = E/(P). By Lemma 5, we see that v(j(Ex)) = p~lv(j(E)) < 0, and
E'(F) s T*/(qxlP)z. Let ßi = ViíCp«/-' mod^1^)2), where y/x is the continu-

ous parametrization of the Täte curve Ex . The point Qx is of exact order pd~x
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on EX(F). If all points on EX(F0) of ordering dividing pd~l are multiples of

öi, then we are done; otherwise, continue this process, thereby constructing

a sequence of isogenous elliptic curves E — Eq, Ex, ... , En defined over F0

with nonintegral j-invariants which satisfy -v(j(Eq)) > -v(j(Ex)) > ■•• >

-v(j(E„)) > 0. Therefore, this process must eventually end, providing us with

our desired curve E'/Fq. We note that this argument is valid without the finite-

ness assumption and the characteristic restriction on F .
Suppose that E is not a Täte curve over F, and E(Fq) contains points

of order pd with d > 2 if p = 2. By the remark following Lemma 4, we

may assume that p ^ char F. Then we apply part (2) of Lemma 5 as above

to construct a sequence of elliptic curves Ex, ... ,En defined over F0 with

v(j(Ex)) > v(j(E2)) > ■■■ > v(j(En)). The hypothesis on F0 ensures that this

process must eventually end, that is, we arrive at a curve without an F0-rational
point of order pd.

So assume that E(Fq) contains no points of order pd. If p is odd, part

(2) of Lemma 4 implies that the p-primary component of E(Fq) is cyclic, of

order dividing w(Fo). If p = 2 and so d = 2), then this need not be the case.

If E(F0) [2] is not cyclic (so chary7 ^ 2), then P = y/(-\) e E(F0). The

elliptic curve Ex = E/(P) is not a Täte curve over F ; proceeding as before we

construct a sequence of elliptic curves Ex, E2, ..., E„ defined over Fç, such

that v(j(Ex)) > v(j(E2)) > ■■■ > v(j(En)). The hypothesis on Fq ensures that

this process must eventually stop, thereby producing an elliptic curve whose

2-torsion is cyclic.

The remaining case is p = 2 and d = 1 ; but under our hypotheses this
implies that char F = 2, which we have excluded.   □

Theorem 3. Suppose that char AT ̂ 2. Let E/K be an elliptic curve, and suppose

that v is a discrete valuation of K suchthat v(j(E)) < 0. Then E is isogenous
over K toan elliptic curve E'/K such that E'(K)t0TS is cyclic, of order dividing

Y[P\w{K)P°Td''w<'K^ - where Kv is the completion of K at v .

Proof. Let / denote the multiplicative characteristic of K, so / = char AT if

K is of positive characteristic, and / = 1 otherwise. By virtue of Proposition

3, we may assume that the only primes dividing |y7(yv)tors| are those dividing

Iw (K). Embed K into its completion Kv ; applying Proposition 4 to each

prime dividing lw(Kv) yields the theorem.   D

4. Elliptic curves with complex multiplication

Let K be a number field, k c K a quadratic imaginary field, and F a K-

isogeny class of elliptic curves admitting complex multiplication by k, so that

in particular, End(F) = Endj((E) is isomorphic to an order in k, which we
identify with End(F). Put

<9g = fi End(F) ;

note that cfg is an order in k .

Let x be the Hecke character attached to f, and let f be its conductor.

We view x as a homomorphism Ik(S) -* k*, with /^(f) denoting the group
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of fractional ideals of K relatively prime to f. Let a(-, Kab/K) denote the

Artin symbol, with Kah denoting the maximal abelian extension of K. The

main theorem of complex multiplication, together with the isogeny invariance of

X, implies that for all E £ % and all T £ E(K) of annihilator nj c End(F),

(2) T^^^ = x(%)T
for all prime ideals *p of K not dividing fnTcfK . In particular, x(V) £ cf# .

Now suppose that there is an £ef such that E(K) contains a point T of
exact order p" . Let nT denote the annihilator ideal of T in End(y7). Formula

(2) implies that for all prime ideals ipc^f which do not divide S^t@k , the
Hecke character satisfies the congruence x(V) — 1 modn, where n = nj n cfg-.

Note that p" £ n.
For each E' £ %, let n' = nEnd(y7')- Formula (2) and the congruence

condition satisfied by x imply that (r(<p, K/K) fixes E'[n'] pointwise for all

prime ideals <p of cfK not dividing fn'cfK ■ Cebotarev density then implies that

E'[n'] c E'(K). In particular, E'(K) contains a point of exact order p" .

Example. In this example, we show that in the CM case, every curve in a given

isogeny class over K can have a point of order p", even though the field K

does not contain the p"th roots of unity. From the discussion above, it suffices

to produce a single elliptic curve over K with CM and a point of order p" .

Let E/Q have CM by the ring of integers in a quadratic imaginary field k .

Let p ^ 2, 3 be a prime which splits in k and at which E has good reduction;

to fix ideas, write pcfk = pp'. Put K = k(E[pn]), and now view E as an elliptic

curve over K. Certainly E(K) contains points of exact order p" . It is well

known that K/k is unramified away from pAE/K . It follows that K does not

contain the p"th roots of unity, since otherwise K/k would be ramified above

p', which does not divide pA^ .

Let us say that an isogeny class f (with or without CM) is m-exceptional

if every E/K £ K £ % has a A"-rational point of order m but K does not
contain the wth roots of unity. We have just seen that if p splits in k , then

there can be p"-exceptional isogeny classes, with n arbitrarily large. We note
that this cannot happen if p does not split in k .

To see this, note first that from the discussion above, it suffices to bound

p-power torsion for a single elliptic curve in the given isogeny class. We will

always choose a curve E/K £ I? with CM by the full ring of integers of k .

Consider first the case where p is inert. If P £ E(K) has exact order p",

then E[pn] c E(K), since P generates E[p"] as an cfk/pncfk-mod\ile. It

follows that K contains the p"th roots of unity.

If p ramifies in k and E(K) contains a point P of exact order p" , then

K contains the p"_1th roots of unity. For, letting p2 = pcfk, we see that

p2«-i divides the annihilator of P. The theory of complex multiplication then

implies that K contains the ray class field of k of conductor p2"-1 . Since

p2"-1 = pp"-1^ , we can conclude that K contains the ray class field of k of

conductor p"_1, and this field contains the p"_1th roots of unity.

Under a mild assumption on K, we can obtain some control on the pn-

torsion in an isogeny class even when p splits in k.

Proposition 5. Let E be an elliptic curve over K with complex multiplication

over K. Suppose K admits a complex embedding <p such that faK) = <f>(K). If
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p" does not divide w(K), then E(K)t0TS contains no points of order pn+eti>)-\ t

where e(p) denotes the ramification index of p in cfk .

Proof. We may assume that E has CM by the full ring of integers of k. If

p does not split in k, then we see from the discussion above that the result

is true with no additional hypotheses on K. Therefore we may assume that

ptfk = pp'. Identify K with its image faK) c C, so we have k c K c C.
Suppose that P £ E(K) has exact order p" ; without loss of generality we may

assume that the annihilator of P is p"p,!y with v <n — 1. Let hF be the Weber

function on E, and denote by k(c) the ray class field of k of conductor c.

The theory of complex multiplication implies that

k(j(E),hE(P)) = k(W)cK.

Using the conjugation-invariance of both k and K, we see that

k(j(Ë),hj(P)) = k(p'"PncK,

since the annihilator of P is p^p" (the bar denotes complex conjugation). We
therefore obtain that

k(pn) c k(pnp"/)k(p'npv) c K,

from which we conclude that ppn c K.   □

In light of this result, we can state a modified version of Question 1.

Question 4. Let AT be a number field, E/K an elliptic curve, and tf the maxi-

mal order in End/¡;(F) ® Q. Suppose further that K admits a complex embed-

ding (¡) such that <j)(K) = <f>(K). Then is E isogenous over K to an elliptic

curve E'/K suchthat E'(K)t0TS is cyclic of order dividing

TT   pOTdpw{K)+e(p)-l

p\w(K)

where e(p) is the ramification index of p in tf ?

We now turn to a version of Question 2 which incorporates the CM case.

Being somewhat suspicious about the presence of the ramification indices for

those primes which ramify in tf, we stay on the safe side and pose the following:

Question 5. Let K ,cf, and e(p) be as in the conjecture above. Does there exist

an elliptic curve E/K suchthat w(K)\ inf \E'(K)t0TS\ | Y[p\w{K)Pori>w(K)+e(p)-x,

where the infimum is taken over all E'/K which are isogenous to F over K ?
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